CASE STUDY

Deploying Space-Based ADS-B to Increase
Efficiency in Oceanic, Remote & Terrestrial Airspace
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THE BENEFITS
Space-based ADS-B is bringing significant efficiencies in airspace managed by NAV CANADA. In the North Atlantic
alone, operators are anticipated to save over 125 million liters of fuel annually with Aireon’s global, real-time air traffic
surveillance data, which translates to a reduction of greenhouse gas emissions of over 320,000 metric tons annually.
ADDITIONAL BENEFITS INCLUDE:
Ă More efficient “domestic-like” flight trajectories in oceanic and remote airspace
Ă Improved situational awareness, conflict detection and reaction/resolution
Ă More flexibility in emergency situations
Ă Enhanced Search and Rescue capabilities in remote areas
Ă A surveillance source separate from the communications (CPDLC) network sources
Ă More complete and accurate reporting of aviation occurrences, allowing better management
of safety risk and better support of the Safety Management System (SMS)
Ă More predictable and efficient flight profiles
Ă Improved profiles for opposite direction and crossing traffic
Ă Improved ability to climb/descend and vary speed to maximize flight efficiency
Ă Potential savings from reduction in ground-based surveillance requirements
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